Success Story
ASC neo cloud Recording as Holistic Solution
for KOMSA Cloud Services

KOMSA Cloud Services
„KOMSA Cloud Services“ is a partner
program of KOMSA which has been
offering participating resellers private and
public cloud services as well as events and
trainings since its introduction in 2016.

"Companies such as banks and, in the
future, insurance companies which are
obliged by law to record and document
consultation communication can deploy
the program to approach partners in a
target-oriented manner.”
Steffen Ebner
B2B Sales Director
KOMSA

The permanently increasing portfolio of KOMSA Cloud Services
comprises extensive UC solutions and PBXs from the cloud as well
as infrastructure and security service. KOMSA partners and those
who want to become one thus benefit from presales support,
provisioning of data center services as well as of hardware and
software components in addition to regular training and technical
support. Furthermore, KOMSA offers to help its partners in drafting
legally sound end-customer (cloud) contracts. As of now, resellers
and specialist retailers can obtain the ASC recording solution
directly from KOMSA.
Financial service providers, electricity suppliers, insurance companies,
customer service centers or rescue services - ASC’s neo cloud is
suitable for all companies that must record their communication.
The solution enables GDPR-compliant recording, storage and
archiving of all customer communication across all channels
(telephony, chat, SMS, video, and screen). That way, neo cloud
supports business customers in assuring quality, optimizing
customer service, and meeting compliance requirements such
as MiFID II or Dodd-Frank.

We record & analyze communications

ASC neo cloud Recording for KOMSA Cloud Services
The Challenge
Companies that are already obtaining
their communication services from
the cloud are increasingly obliged to
record their commmunication and
many contact centers are facing the
challenge to optimize the quality of
their service. With neo cloud, ASC
offers a platform which is perfectly
suitable for SME thanks to its flexibility,
high availability, and scalability.

Compatibility with Existing
Solutions
ASC’s neo cloud is compatible with
a wide range of manufacturers and
can thus be integrated smoothly
into existing infrastructures. The
advantage for resellers is apparent:
they can choose from a large number
of manufactures in the KOMSA
portfolio, comfortably purchase neo
cloud as a service and then connect
the components (or have them
connected) and take the solution into
operation. Uncomplicated, reliable,
simple.

Flexible Scalability
The cloud approach allows resellers to
flexibly adjust the deployed capacities
to their actual requirements. Contact
centers can thus take seasonal
fluctuations in terms of the number

of deployed licenses in the neo cloud
into account and react to short-term
changes efficiently.

Recurring Revenues
Depending on the project request,
resellers are granted different
purchasing conditions for the ASC/
KOMSA services. Many different
criteria are considered in the decisionmaking process. Resellers thus have
a certain negotiating scope in their
projects which enables them to create
the ideal conditions for marketing the
neo cloud.

Direct Contractual Relationship
The contractual relationship is
established between the resellers
and their business customers so
that resellers have all liberties when
drawing up a contract. Resellers can
create individual contracts for their
customers and are therefore not only
flexible in terms of scalability but also
when it comes to legal aspects.

2nd-Level Support
For issues which cannot be resolved
upon the first attempt, KOMSA offers
a 2nd-level support.

Advantages
 Multi-Tenancy
Configuration of any number
of tenants on one platform and
storage per tenant

 Redundancy and Safety
High-availability architectures and
features guarantee safe operation

 Flexibility
Easily adding capacities and
features, white-labelling, support of
cloud, of hybrid and of on-premise
scenarios

 Easy to Handle
Automated user configuration and
reporting as well as comfortable
administration via the web surface
or APIs

 Competent Support

1st-Level Support

Customization to individual

System integrators and specialist
retailers are trained by KOMSA which
makes support and implementation a
one-stop service. Business customers
can thus rely on a central contact for
all questions and suggestions that may
arise.

requirements as well as professional
implementation and follow-up
support by ASC

About ASC
ASC is a worldwide leading software provider of omni-channel recording, quality management and analytics addressing all enterprises
with recording needs, especially contact centers, financial institutions and public safety organizations. ASC records, analyzes and evaluates interactions across all media, either as an on-premise or cloud solution. Headquartered in Germany and with subsidiaries in United
Kingdom, France, Switzerland, Romania, Dubai, United States, Brazil, Mexico, Hong Kong, Japan and Singapore as well as a worldwide
service network, ASC is a powerful global player in its industry.
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